TOPFLIGHT INNOVATIONS

Corporate Profile
Topflight Corporation is an independently held, ISO 9001:2008 and 13485:2003 certified company that
manufactures labels, shrink sleeves, conductive parts and die-cut components for the Medical Device,
Pharmaceutical, Electronics, Cosmetics & Personal Care, Food & Beverage and Tire & Automotive
industries.

MEDICAL PRODUCTS
Topflight manufactures complex die cut components for some of the most prestigious names
in the industry. Its products include familiar diagnostic devices for blood/glucose
monitoring, pregnancy testing, and blood coagulation, as well as components for pulse
oximetry, drug infusion, and iontophoresis. Topflight also supplies high quality labels,
including piggyback and island-placement configurations, to the pharmaceutical industry.
PRINTED ELECTRONICS
On the cutting edge of RFID technology, Topflight can print or etch various
combinations of silver and copper to produce antennae, transponders and transistors.
Its special patent-protected copper-on-conductive ink configuration combines the low
cost and flexibility of printed antennae with the exceptional conductivity of copper.
And Topflight’s high-speed roll-to-roll conductive ink process provides a host of
options to designers of such diverse products as sensors, signal generators, conductors,
resistors, dielectronics, and bioelectric enablers.
CONSUMER GOODS
From power tools to appliances to fire extinguishers, we are equipped to produce any
configuration or label design, plus a variety of exceptionally demanding applications like
labels which remain unaffected by high temperatures, solvent-resistant products,
weather and UV fade-resistant substances, and special adhesive performance on
difficult surfaces. We have an extensive catalog of approved UL/CSA materials and
adhesives.
COSMETICS
Topflight is a key supplier for 3 of the top 5 cosmetics companies worldwide. We’ve
pioneered many innovations for products like grid seals, clear discs, sifter seals,
island placement labels, thermochromic inks, laser etchable labels, PVC and PETG
shrink bands, and digital printing.

GLOBAL, CUSTOMIZED BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
Topflight’s six facilities in the North America, Europe, South America, and Australia enable you to
design your product in any location, yet have manufacturing support all over the globe. And our custom
supply chain solutions can help you improve your cash flow and profits by managing your printing and
converting needs through a variety of techniques such as vendor managed inventory, JIT, KANBAN,
and consignment inventory arrangements.
Any questions regarding this information, can be directed to Regina Todd, 717.227.5202, rtodd@topflight.com.
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